BEAUTY CONSULTANT
Walgreens - El Segundo. Requires willingness to work flexible schedule including evenings, weekends, and holidays. Must be fluent in reading, writing and speaking English. Customer Experience. Engages customers by greeting them and offering assistance with products and services. Resolves customer issues and answers questions to ensure a positive customer experience. Models and shares customer care best practices by proactively offering assistance, asking questions to determine customers’ needs, and informing customers of options. Greets, listens, and engages customers to identify their needs, making them aware of appropriate products and services, and providing warm transfers to other areas of the store when necessary. Provides expertise in product demonstrations and consultations utilizing tools such as the Matchmade Device, Skin Hydrometer, and tablet. Builds relationships with customers; provides authentic closure of customer interaction and builds and fosters relationships. Ensures testers are stocked and maintained in compliance with hygiene standards; maintains a clean and organized department. Implements company asset protection procedures to identify and minimize profit loss. Processes sales for customers and/or employee purchases on cash register. Participates in meetings and conference calls concerning programs and promotions, new items, brand launches, sales goals, and modeling exceptional customer care. Has working knowledge of store systems and store equipment. Complies with all company policies and procedures; maintains respectful relationships with coworkers. High School Diploma/GED and at least 1 year of experience working in a retail sales environment that required meeting a defined sales goal OR at least 1 year of experience proactively selling beauty or cosmetic products and providing customer care. Experience in developing ways to accomplish goals with little or no supervision, depending on oneself to complete objectives and determining when escalation of issues is necessary. Knowledge of products and brands in order to engage and meet the needs of the customer. Experience building and maintaining relationships within a team. Basic level PC/tablet skills.

https://jobs.walgreens.com/job/-/-/1242/13835597

REMOVAL TECHNICIAN
Service Corporation International – Paramount. Must be able to work on a rotating on call schedule. Performs removals of deceased from hospital, nursing home or residence to transport to Personal Care Center, mortuary or funeral home. May perform removals from prep rooms or embalming facilities as well. Maintains and ensures removal vehicle is clean inside and out and is properly maintained. Maintains adequate supply of Personal Protective Equipment in removal vehicles. Performs duties with strict adherence to Edification Policies and Procedures. High School or GED equivalent. Minimum of six (6) months’ work experience. Valid Driver’s License with a Clean Driving Record. Professional appearance required. Ability to follow instructions given over the phone or in person. Ability to work and communicate effectively with others. Ability to work with kindness and compassion for the deceased and their families. Ability to work in a fast paced environment. Ability to maintain composure in challenging situations.

https://sci.jobs/paramount-ca/removal-technician/0BDB93A272594E499C44B8624DC9955C/job/
DEMONSTRATION REPRESENTATIVE
Angelo & Franco The Mozzarella Guys – Hawthorne. F/T $14/hr. Essential duties of this role:
- Maintain a clean workplace during the demos. - Inform the members about our product and recommend suggestions. - Increase sales at the store level. - Prepare the product to demo.
- Wash the utensil that is used every day. - Build/break down display set-up. Enthusiastic personality - Knowledge in sales or marketing is preferred - Transportation mode - “go get it’ attitude - Some food knowledge Traveling -100% **We reimburse fuel cost (per mile).

https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=Angelo-%26-Franco&t=Demonstration+Representative&jk=47f61465e920d0cb

NON FOODS CLERK
Ralphs – Torrance. Part-time. Adhere to all local, state, federal laws, safety and food safety regulations, and Company guidelines. Promote trust and respect among associates. Create an environment that enables customers to feel welcome, important and appreciated by answering questions regarding products sold within the department and throughout the store. Gain and maintain knowledge of products sold within the department and be able to respond to questions and make suggestions about products. Offer product samples to help customers discover new items or products they inquire about. Inform customers of Drug GM specials. Recommend Drug GM items to customers to ensure they get the products they want and need. Review "sell by" dates and take appropriate action. Label, stock and inventory department merchandise. Execute CAO and Key Retailing Programs and maintain sales floor and backroom standards. Perform Price Changes and ensure overall price integrity. Ability to bend, squat, kneel, and lift/carry objects up to 50 pounds throughout shift. Report product ordering/shipping discrepancies to the department manager. Display a positive attitude. Stay current with present, future, seasonal and special ads. Operate equipment safely and efficiently. Reinforce safety programs by complying with safety procedures and identify unsafe conditions and notify store management. Practice preventive maintenance by properly inspecting equipment and notify appropriate department or store manager of any items in need of repair. Report all safety risks or issues, customer or employee accidents and illegal activity, including: robbery, theft or fraud. Must be able to perform the essential functions of this position with or without reasonable accommodation.18 years of age. Effective communication skills. Knowledge of basic math (counting, addition, and subtraction).